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bridge in the world in which steel was em-
ployed in the principal members. The sec-
ondary members and the tubes enveloping
the steel staves forming the arch ribs are of
wrought iron. Criteria: (iv) An outstanding
example of a type of structure which illus-
trates a significant stage in history.

Washington Monument, District of Colum-
bia (38 deg. 52’ N.; 77 deg. 02’ W.). The hollow
shaft, free of exterior decoration, is the tall-
est free-standing masonry structure in the
world (555 feet). It commemorates the
achievements of George Washington, first
President of the United States. Criteria: (iv)
An outstanding example of a type of struc-
ture which illustrates a significant stage in
history.

Science and Industry
McCormick Farm and Workshop, Virginia

(37 deg. 40’ N.; 79 deg. 35’ W.). of the inven-
tions that revolutionized agriculture during
the first half of the 19th century, the me-
chanical reaper (1834), was probably the most
important. The well-preserved farmhouse
and workshop of Cyrus McCormick, its in-
ventor, are included within this property.
Criteria: (vi) Directly and tangibly associ-
ated with events of outstanding universal
significance.

Original Bell Telephone Laboratories, New
York (40 deg.45’ N.; 74 deg. 0’ W.). From 1898
to 1967, America’s largest industrial research
laboratory, responsible for numerous con-
tributions to pure science and pioneering
work in telecommunications technology.
Criteria: (vi) Directly and tangibly associ-
ated with events of outstanding universal
significance.

General Electric Research Laboratory,
Schenectady, New York (42 deg. 50’ N.; 73
deg. 55’ W.). A three-building complex recog-
nized as the first industrial research facility
in the United States. Since its construction
in 1900, work at the laboratory has made
many contributions to scientific knowledge,
especially in the areas of physics and chem-
istry. Criteria: (vi) Directly and tangibly as-
sociated with events of outstanding univer-
sal significance.

Goddard Rocket Launching Site, Massa-
chusetts (42 deg. 12’ N.; 71 deg. 50’ W.). At
this site, on March 16, 1926, Dr. Robert H.
Goddard launched the World’s first liquid
propellant rocket, an event that set the
course for future developments in rocketry.
Criteria: (vi) Directly and tangibly associ-
ated with events of outstanding universal
significance.

Lowell Observatory, Arizona (35 deg. 12’ N.;
111 deg. 40’ W.). Astronomical research con-
ducted at this observatory, founded by Dr.
Percival Lowell, has greatly enhanced man’s
knowledge of the Universe. Most significant
of the observatory’s discoveries was the first
observable evidence of the expanding uni-
verse, made by Dr. V. M. Slipher in 1912. The
observatory is also noted for intensive stud-
ies of Mars, the discovery of Pluto, and re-
search in zodiacal light and sunspot phenom-
ena. The 24-inch Lowell refracting telescope,
installed in 1896, is in operation in its origi-
nal housing. Criteria: (vi) Directly and tan-
gibly associated with events of outstanding
universal significance.

Pupin Physics Laboratories, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York (40 deg. 45’ N.; 73 deg. 58’
W.). Enrico Fermi conducted his initial ex-
periments on the fission of uranium in these
laboratories. In addition, the uranium atom
was split here on January 25, 1939, 10 days
after the world’s first splitting in Copenha-
gen. The cyclotron control room contains
the table which held the instruments used on
that night. The United States would consider
nominating this site only if the Copenhagen
location is no longer extant. Criteria: (vi) Di-
rectly and tangibly associated with events of
outstanding universal significance.

Trinity site, New Mexico (33 deg. 45’ N.; 106
deg. 25’ W.). The world’s first nuclear device

was exploded here in July 1945. Criteria: (vi)
Directly and tangibly associated with an
event of outstanding universal significance.

Humanitarian Endeavor and Social Reform
New Harmony Historic District, Indiana

(38 deg. 08’ N.; 87 deg. 55’ W.). Founded by the
Rappite religious sect in 1815, New Harmony
was purchased in 1825 by British visionary
and socialist reformer Robert Owen, who
sought to alleviate evils spawned by the fac-
tory system. Some 35 structures from the
Rappite-Harmonist period survive. This
property will be compared to Owenite re-
mains in the United Kingdom and to other
communal societies in the U.S. Criteria: (vi)
Directly and tangibly associated with events
of outstanding universal significance.

Chapel Hall, Gallaudet College, District of
Columbia. This large Gothic Revival struc-
ture (1867–70) is the earliest major building
at the college, the only institution of higher
learning specifically devoted to the edu-
cation of the deaf. Criteria: (vi) Directly and
tangibly associated with events or ideas of
outstanding universal significance.

Warm Springs Historic District, Georgia
(32 deg. 50’ N.; 84 deg. 40’ W.). The National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, which
grew out of the Warm Springs Foundation
established by Franklin D. Roosevelt, be-
came one of the leading charitable institu-
tions of the 20th century. Warm Springs Hos-
pital was the major international center for
the treatment of infantile paralysis (polio);
the research that led to the development of
the preventive vaccines had its roots here.
Criteria: (vi) Directly and tangibly associ-
ated with events of outstanding universal
significance.

International Affairs
Aleutian Islands Unit of the Alaska Mari-

time National Wildlife Refuge (Fur Seal
Rookeries), Alaska (57 deg. 30’ N.; 170 deg. 30’
W.). Originally frequented by the native peo-
ples of Alaska, these islands have lured Rus-
sian, British, French, Spanish, and American
fur hunters since the 18th century. The seal
herds have several times been threatened
with extinction due to indiscriminate hunt-
ing, but a notable 1911 convention between
the United States, the United Kingdom, Rus-
sia (USSR), and Japan has provided them
with international protection and manage-
ment. Today’s flourishing herds illustrate
the international application of conservation
principles. Criteria: (vi) Directly and tan-
gibly associated with events of outstanding
universal significance.

Statue of Liberty National Monument,
New Jersey-New York (40 deg. 37’ N.; 74 deg.
03’ W.). French historian Edouard Laboulaye
suggested the presentation of this statue to
the United States, commemorating the alli-
ance of France and the United States during
the American Revolution. The cooper colos-
sus was designed by Frederic Auguste Bar-
tholdi and erected according to plans by Gus-
tave Eiffel. The national monument also in-
cludes Ellis Island, the depot through which
many millions of immigrants and emigrants
passed. Criteria: (iv) An outstanding example
of type of structure which illustrates a sig-
nificant stage in history, and (vi) directly
and tangibly associated with events of out-
standing universal significance.
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Friday, October 16, 1998
Mr. RADANOVICH. Mr. Speaker, on May

15, 1996, this testimony on the Armenian
Genocide was submitted to the House Com-
mittee on International Relations by Levon

Marashlian, Professor of History at Glendale
Community College, California:

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee,
thank you for this opportunity to speak be-
fore you on an issue which is intimately tied
to American History and directly related to
the welfare of Turkey and to the success of
the United States policy in a region of the
world which is critically important economi-
cally and strategically.

In 1919, a political body called The Na-
tional Congress of Turkey confirmed the
overwhelming American evidence that the
Armenians of the Ottoman Empire were vic-
tims of a mass destruction during World War
I. The National Congress of Turkey declared
that the ‘‘guilt’’ of the Turkish officials who
‘‘conceived and deliberately carried out this
infernal policy of extermination and robbery
is patent,’’ those officials ‘‘rank among the
greatest criminals of humanity.’’

The official Turkish gazette Takvimi Vekayi
published the verdict of the post-war Otto-
man trials of those officials. The Turkish
court ruled that the intention of the Otto-
man leaders was :‘‘the organization and exe-
cution’’ of the ‘‘crime of massacre.’’

German Ambassador Johann Bernstorff,
whose country was allied with Turkey, wrote
about ‘‘Armenia where the Turks have been
systematically trying to exterminate the
Christian population.’’ Raphael Lemkin, who
coined the word genocide in 1944, specifically
cited the ‘‘genocide of the Armenians.’’

Those who today deny the Armenian Geno-
cide are resorting to academically unsound
revisionism, in order to prevent the moral
act of remembering this crime against hu-
manity. In the process, the deniers are doing
a disservice to the majority of today’s Turk-
ish people. By keeping the wounds open with
their stonewalling tactics, by making it nec-
essary to have hearings like this, they force
the Turkish people to continue wearing like
an albatross the negative image earned by a
circle of officials who ruled eight decades
ago.

A consideration of House Con. Res. 47,
which remembers ‘‘the genocide perpetrated
by the governments of the Ottoman Empire
from 1915 to 1923,’’ would provide a good op-
portunity to draw a distinction between the
guilty and the innocent Turks, to remember
also the Turks of decency who opposed their
government’s policy of inhumanity.

At a time today when so many people in
our society too often shirk their individual
responsibility to make personal choices
based on principles and values, it is a good
lesson for us to recall the years when Amer-
ican witnesses and Turkish civilians made
the personal choice to resist a wrong and
save human lives, when a few Turkish offi-
cials even chose to object, even though doing
so could have endangered their own lives.

One was an Ottoman Senator, Ahmed Riza.
In December 1915 he courageously con-
demned the policy to destroy and deport
Turkey’s two million Armenian citizens and
expropriate their assets, which authorities
were carrying out under the cover of a legis-
lative fig leaf euphemistically called the
Abandoned Properties Law.

‘‘It is unlawful to designate’’ Armenian
properties as abandoned, declared Senator
Riza, because they did not leave their prop-
erties voluntarily. They were ‘‘forcibly’’ re-
moved from their homes and exiled. ‘‘Now
the government is selling’’ their possessions.
‘‘Nobody can sell my property if I am unwill-
ing to sell it. This is atrocious. Grab my
arm, eject me from my village, then sell my
goods and properties? Such a thing can never
be permissible. Neither the conscience of the
Ottomans nor the law can allow it.’’
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Mr. Chairman, during a debate on the Sen-

ate floor in February 1990, your colleague
Robert Dole championed another resolution
commemorating the Armenian Genocide
(S.J. Res. 212), and declared, ‘‘it’s finally
time for us to do what is right. Right. We
pride ourselves in America’’ for ‘‘doing
what’s right, not what’s expedient.’’

In this case, doing what is right does not
exact a big price. The frequently heard argu-
ment that a commemorative resolution will
harm American-Turkish relations is not
credible. It ignores the fact that the rela-
tionship is much more in Turkey’s favor
than America’s. Not doing what is right, on
the other hand, is tantamount to rejecting
mountains of documents in our National Ar-
chives, testimonies that refute the denial ar-
guments generated in Ankara and, most dis-
turbingly, promoted in prestigious academic
circles here in America.

This denial recently spurred over 100
prominent scholars and intellectuals, includ-
ing Raul Hilberg, John Updike, Norman
Mailer, Kurt Vonnegut, and Arthur Miller,
to sign a petition denouncing the ‘‘intellec-
tually and morally corrupt . . . manipula-
tion of American institutions’’ and the
‘‘fraudulent scholarship supported by the
Turkish government and carried out in
American Universities.’’

A typical example of the powerful evidence
in the US Archives is a cable to the State
Department from Ambassador Henry Mor-
genthau: ‘‘Persecution of Armenians assum-
ing unprecedented proportions. Reports from
widely scattered districts indicate system-
atic attempts to uproot peaceful Armenian
populations and through arbitrary arrests’’
and ‘‘terrible tortures,’’ to implement
‘‘wholesale expulsions and deportations from
one end of the Empire to the other,’’ fre-
quently accompanied by ‘‘rape, pillage, and
murder, turning into massacre . . .’’

And the persecutions continued even after
World War I ended in 1918. ‘‘It was like an
endless chain,’’ reported Edith Woods, an
American nurse, in 1922. ‘‘The children would
often be dead before I had taken their names.
Forty to fifty of the older women died each
day. . . . Their mouths were masses of sores,
and their teeth were dropping out. And their
feet, those poor feet, bleeding feet. . . . De-
portation is sure death—and a far more hor-
rible death than massacre. Unless one sees
these things it is difficult to believe that
such monstrous cruelty and barbarity exist
in the world.’’

Ms. Woods’ testimony ripped to shreds the
web of denial being woven by Turkish offi-
cials in the early 1920’s. She also exposed the
new atmosphere of intensitivity at the
American Embassy in Instanbul which con-
tradicted the overwhelming sentiment of
American public opinion and the spirit of
Congressional resolutions in favor of Arme-
nians that were passed during those days.
This American woman made the personal
choice to speak up against the response at
her own Embassy, a policy imposed by acting
ambassador Admiral Mark Bristol, who,
driven obsessively by commercial interests,
was colluding in a cover-up crafted by Turk-
ish authorities.

Allen Dulles, the State Department’s Near
East Division chief (and later CIA Director),
found it hard to keep things under wraps as
Bristol requested. ‘‘Confidentially the State
Department is in a bind,’’ Dulles cautioned
in April 1922.

Our task would be simple if the reports of
the atrocities could be declared untrue or
even exaggerated but the evidence, alas, is
irrefutable and the Secretary of State wants
to avoid giving the impression that while the
United States is willing to intervene actively
to protect its commercial interests, it is not
willing to move on behalf of the Christian
minorities.

And the evidence mounted. In May 1922,
four American relief workers, Major Forrest
D. Yowell of Washington DC, Dr. Mark Ward
of New York, Dr. Ruth Parmalee of Boston,
and Isabel Harely of Rhode Island, were all
expelled from their posts in Turkey because
they too chose to do what is right, they pro-
tested the ongoing persecutions. Major
Yowell said Armenians in his district were
‘‘in a state of virtual slavery,’’ with ‘‘no
rights in the courts.’’

Dr. Ward quoted Turkish officials. One
Turk declared: ‘‘We have been too easy in
the past. We shall do a thorough job this
time.’’ another remarked: ‘‘Why do you
Americans waste your time and money on
these filthy Greeks and Armenians? We al-
ways thought that Americans knew how to
get their money’s worth. Any Greeks and Ar-
menians who don’t die here are sure to die
when we send them on to Bitlis, as we always
choose the worst weather in order to get rid
of them quicker.’’

Not all Turks were so cruel. A British dip-
lomat reported that another American in
Turkey, Herbert Gibbons, knew of prominent
Turks who protested the ‘‘unparalleled inhu-
manity:’’ but they were ‘‘beaten and sent
away’’ for intervening. The Mayor of the
Black Sea city of Trabzon had no sympathy
with the government’s policy and did what
little he could. The Governor also opposed
the ‘‘massacres and persecutions,’’ but was
powerless to stop it. His predecessor tried
and was removed.

Gibbons thought the government’s policy
was ‘‘a calumny upon the good Turks, of
whom there are many.’’ Massacres never
broke out spontaneously, since ‘‘Christians
and Moslems ordinarily get along very well.’’
The massacres were ordered, as part of a
plan ‘‘to make Turkey truly Turkish.’’

Yet there are ‘‘humane and kind hearted
Turks,’’ Gibbons stressed, and there are
‘‘Mohammedans who fear God and who are
shocked by the impious horrors of the exter-
mination policy.’’

Revisionists today say in effect that Amer-
icans like Forrest Yowell, Mark Ward, Ruth
Parmalee, Isabel Harely, Edith Woods, Her-
bert Gibbons, and Ambassador Henry Mor-
genthau were either liars or misguided.

Remembering the atrocities against the
Armenians would show respect for those
Americans who spoke up, and respect as well
for Turks like Senator Riza who also chose
to oppose the injustice. A recognition of the
Armenian Genocide by the US Congress
would be a step toward helping erase this im-
portant ally’s image problem, which Turkish
poet Nazim Hikmet described in 1951 as ‘‘this
black stain on the forehead of the Turkish
people.’’

Encouraging Turkey to face the facts of its
history would help lift the cloud of con-
troversy which haunted it for decades. It
would help eliminate the deep roots of Arme-
nian-Turkish enmity, paving the way to nor-
malized relations, and it would give Armenia
the sense of security many Armenians feel is
necessary if they are to respond to Russia’s
regional policies with more independence
and balance. The prospects for American
commerce and regional stability would be
strengthened by a recognition of the Arme-
nian Genocide.

Acknowledging the Armenian Genocide
also would show that Congress cannot con-
done the brazen contradiction of its own Ar-
chives and the dangerous corruption of
America’s academic institutions. It would
send a strong signal to all deniers of geno-
cide, especially to deniers of the Holocaust.
Mr. Chairman, taking a stand against the de-
nial of the Armenian Genocide would be en-
tirely consistent with the successful resolu-
tion ‘‘Deploring Holocaust Deniers’’ which
you so wisely introduced last December, in

which you too did what is right, by calling
denial efforts ‘‘malicious.’’ Such language is
applicable to the denial of the Armenian
Genocide as well.

Mr. Chairman, when weighing the merits
of the arguments on both sides of this issue,
it would be useful to keep in mind a letter
sent to Secretary of State Charles Evans
Hughes in 1924 by Admiral Bristol, a man
who was called ‘‘very pro-Turk’’ by Joseph
Clark Grew, Washington’s first Ambassador
to Ankara. Even the pro-Turk Admiral ac-
knowledged ‘‘the cruelties practiced upon
the Armenians by Turks acting under offi-
cial orders, and in pursuance of a deliberate
official policy.’’ For that policy, wrote Ad-
miral Bristol, ‘‘there can be no adequate ex-
cuse.’’
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Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, a world-wide finan-

cial crisis is now upon us.
For 2 years, I have called attention to this

predictable event hoping the Congress would
deal with it in a serious manner.

Although many countries are now suffering
more than the United States, in time, I am
sure our problems will become much greater

A world-wide system of fiat money is the
root of the crisis. The post-World War II
Bretton Woods gold-exchange system was se-
riously flawed, and free market economists
from the start predicted its demise. Twenty-
seven years later, on August 15, 1971, it
ended with a bang ushering in its turbulent
and commodity-driven inflation of the 1970’s.

Now, after another 27 years, we are seeing
the end of the post-Bretton Woods floating
rate system with another bang as the financial
asset inflation of the 1980’s and 1990’s col-
lapses. A new system is now required.

Just as the Bretton Woods system was
never repaired due to its flaws, so too will it
be impossible to rebuild the floating rate sys-
tem of the past 27 years. The sooner we
admit to its total failure, and start planning for
sound money, the better.

We must understand the serious flaw in the
current system that is playing havoc with world
markets. When license is given to central
banks to inflate (debase) a currency, they
eventually do so. Politicians love the central
bank’s role as lender of last resort and their
power to monetize the steady stream of public
debt generated by the largesse that guaran-
tees the politician’s reelection.

The constitutional or credit restraint of a
commodity standard of money offers stability
and non-inflationary growth but does not ac-
commodate the special interests that demand
benefits bigger and faster than normal markets
permit. The only problem is the financial havoc
that results when the unsound system is
forced into a major correction which are inher-
ent to all fiat systems.

That is what we are witnessing today. The
world-wide fragile financial system is now col-
lapsing and tragically the only cry is for more
credit inflation because the cause of our di-
lemma is not understood. Attempts at credit
stimulation with interest rates below 1 percent
is doing nothing for Japan’s economy and for
good reasons. it is the wrong treatment for the
wrong diagnosis.
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